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Abstract. Recent developments allow for sentiment analysis on mul-
timodal social media content. In this paper we analyse content posted
on microblogging and content-sharing platforms to estimate sentiment
of the city’s neighbourhoods. The results of sentiment analysis are eval-
uated through investigation into the existence of relationships with the
indicators of city liveability, collected by the local government. Addition-
ally, we create a set of sentiment maps that may help discover existence
of possible sentiment patterns within the city. This study shows several
important findings. First, utilizing multimedia data, i.e., both visual and
text content leads to more reliable sentiment scores. The microblogging
platform Twitter further appears more suitable for sentiment analysis
than the content-sharing website Flickr. However, in case of both plat-
forms, the computed multimodal sentiment scores show significant rela-
tionships with the indicators of city liveability.

Keywords: Multimodal sentiment analysis · Semantic concept detec-
tion · Social multimedia · City liveability

1 Introduction

Posting messages on social networks is a popular means for people to communi-
cate and to share thoughts and feelings about their daily lives. Previous studies
investigated the correlation between sentiment extracted from user-generated
text and various demographics [6]. However, as technology improves, the band-
width available for users also increases. As a result, users can share images and
videos with greater ease. This led to a change in types of media being shared
on these online networks. More particularly, user-generated content often consist
of a combination of modalities, e.g., text, images, video and audio. As a result,
more recent studies have tried to predict sentiment from visual content too [2].

A recent study on urban computing conducted by Zheng et al. underlines the
potential of utilizing user-generated content for solving various challenges a mod-
ern metropolis is facing with, ranging from urban planning and transportation
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to public safety and security [7]. In this paper we investigate whether the senti-
ment analysis of spontaneously generated social multimedia can be utilized for
detecting areas of the city facing such problems. More specifically, we aim at
creating a sentiment map of Amsterdam that may help paint a clearer picture of
the city liveability. Since visual content may contain complementary information
to text, in our approach we choose to utilize them jointly. Additionally, we make
use of automatically captured metadata (i.e., geotags) to analyse the messages
in context of the locations where they were posted.

A direct evaluation of our results would require a user study in which the
participants would be asked about their sentiment on different neighbourhoods
of a city. As conducting such study would be both extremely time consum-
ing and labour intensive, here we propose the use of open data as an indirect
ground-truth. We consider a large number of demographic, economic and safety
parameters comprising the liveability index of a neighbourhood and investigate
their association with the automatically produced sentiment scores in different
scenarios.

2 Research Methodology

Our approach consists of three steps outlined in Fig. 1 and described below.

2.1 Data Collection

The data used in this research comes from two different online social networks,
which both include textual and visual content. The emphasis of the analysis will
be on modalities dominant on a particular platform, i.e., textual data in case of
Twitter and visual data for Flickr. However, visual data shared on Twitter and
text shared on Flickr will also be used for a better understanding of the content
hosted on these platforms and an increased quality of the sentiment analysis.

For about two months, 64 thousand tweets were collected within a 10-mile
radius of the city center of Amsterdam. The dataset only includes tweets that
have a geo-location available. A total of 64 thousand images were downloaded
from Flickr that are taken in and around the city of Amsterdam.

Open data

Twitter

Flickr

17 variables

Image from Tweet

Text from Tweet

Image

Image annotation

Textual sentiment analysis

Visual sentiment analysis

Visual sentiment analysis

Textual sentiment analysis

Modality fusion

Modality fusion

Score aggregation by
neighbourhood

Regression analysis
& correlations testing

(1) Data collection (2) Data processing (3) Evaluation

Fig. 1. The approach overview.
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From open data as provided by the city of Amsterdam we utilize the following
neighbourhood variables: percentages of non-western immigrants, western immi-
grants, autochthonous inhabitants, income, children in households with minimum
incomes, people working, people living on welfare, people with low, average and
high level of education, recreation area size, housing prices, physical index, nui-
sance index, social index, and liveability index [5].

2.2 Calculating Sentiment

Textual Data. Sentiment for the textual data is calculated by using two dif-
ferent Python packages. The first is NLTK which makes use of a naive Bayes
classifier to predict sentiment [1]. For each tweet, the sentiment is calculated
ranging from −1 to +1. The second is Pattern [3], which uses stemming and
part-of-speech tagging to predict sentiment and includes both a Dutch and Eng-
lish based lexicon.

In our approach, first the language is detected using the Google Translate
API. Then, if the language is not English the text is translated into English.
However, for the Pattern package we also included the Dutch lexicon if a tweet
was predicted to be Dutch. To compare the two packages for sentiment analysis,
we manually annotated a random sample of 150 tweets as either positive or
negative. On these tweets the Pattern package significantly outperformed NLTK,
which is why we decided to use it for further evaluation.

Visual Content. We analyse visual content of the images using SentiBank [2]
and detect 1200 adjective noun pairs (ANPs). For example, using SentiBank a
‘happy person’ can be detected, which combines the adjective ‘happy’ with the
noun ‘person’. Each of the ANPs detected has a sentiment score associated with
it and for each image, we compute the average of the top 10 detected ANPs.

Combined Score. To obtain more reliable scores, we combine the results of
visual and textual sentiment analysis. For Twitter this means that a combined
(i.e., average) score will be calculated if the tweet contains a direct link to an
image. For Flickr, the sentiment scores of the images are combined with senti-
ment extracted from the annotation text. The output of the visual sentiment
classifier ranges from −2 to +2, whereas the output ranges from −1 to +1 in
case of the textual sentiment analysis. We use a zero mean unit variance nor-
malization to calculate the normalised scores.

2.3 Statistical Analysis

To find out which neighbourhood variables are related with the sentiment scores,
we conducted linear regression analysis. For that, we aggregate the sentiment
scores by calculating the mean score of each neighbourhood.

To identify which neighbourhood variables were significantly associated
with the sentiment scores, single regression analyses were conducted for each
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of the neighbourhood variables and the sentiment scores. Regression coefficients
were assessed for significance with statistical significance set at p ≤ 0.05.

3 Experimental Results

We conduct several experiments in order to evaluate the proposed research
methodology described in Sect. 2.3.

3.1 Flickr Sentiment Analysis

Our analysis shows that no significant relationship can be found between the
visual sentiment scores from Flickr and the selected liveability indicators. The
most significant relationships are found with the percentage of people living on
governmental welfare checks and the level of education.

The combined sentiment scores showed more promising results. The safety
index and the people living on governmental welfare showed significant associa-
tions with the sentiment scores (p = 0.037 and p = 0.028, cf. Fig. 2).

3.2 Twitter Sentiment Analysis

To compute reliable scores, only neighbourhoods with more than 40 tweets were
taken into account. However, no significant relationship is found between the
open data and the scores based on the analysis of textual content.

However, the combined score shows multiple significant relationships with the
liveability indicators. The first interesting relationship is found between ethnic
composition of the neighbourhood and sentiment scores. More particularly, there
is a positive association between sentiment scores and the percentage of native
Dutch inhabitants (cf. Fig. 3). Similarly, a positive association can be found
between level of education and the sentiment scores. This is not surprising as
these two variables are strongly correlated.

Fig. 2. Relationship between Flickr sen-
timent scores and percentage of people
living on welfare checks.

Fig. 3. Relationship between Twitter
sentiment scores and percentage of
autochthonous population.
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3.3 Sentiment Maps

To facilitate easier gaining of new insights about the developments in the neigh-
bourhoods and in order to visualize findings of our study, we created a simple
data exploration interface1. The interface features interactive maps showing the
city of Amsterdam and visualizing the sentiment scores of each neighbourhood
generated according to the different methods evaluated in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2
(cf. Fig. 4). Additionally, the maps are visualising various indicators of city live-
ability for easier assessment of possible relationships (cf. Fig. 5). Finally, the
interface also includes the possibility to view a sub-sample of the tweets uploaded
in Amsterdam.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we investigate if the sentiment scores derived from the analysis
of social multimedia data relate to the geographic location in which they are
posted. We use state-of-the-art sentiment analysis methods in order to process
multimodal content from two very different social media platforms, a content-
sharing website Flickr and a microblogging platform Twitter.

Our research reveals significant relationships between automatically
extracted sentiment and the indicators of city liveability. Namely, both sentiment
scores from Flickr and Twitter showed significant relationships with the open
data when multimodal content is analysed. However, in case of both analysed
platforms, we found no significant relationships when using a single modality for
sentiment analysis. This confirms our assumption that the multimodal sentiment
analysis provides for higher accuracy.

The detected sentiment mostly correlates with the demographics of the inhab-
itants. The percentage of people living on welfare checks shows a negative lin-
ear association with sentiment scores from the Flickr data. Ethnic background,
income and education level show significant relationships with the sentiment

Fig. 4. Aggregated multimodal sentiment
scores based on Flickr data.

Fig. 5. Percentage of autochthonous
inhabitants in Amsterdam neighbour-
hoods.

1 http://goo.gl/DAj9y2.

http://goo.gl/DAj9y2
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scores based on Twitter data. Further research is needed to investigate the nature
of these relationships. However, it is interesting to observe that for both plat-
forms the economic indicators (i.e., people living on welfare checks and income)
show significant relationships with our computed sentiment scores. On the other
hand, the liveability or social index of a neighbourhood showed no significant
relationship. Since these indices are designed to measure the subjective feelings
of the inhabitants, we would have expected these to be more significant in our
research.

Using the Twitter data shows more significant relationships than using the
data from Flickr. A possible explanation for this might be that people do not
tend to share opinions or feelings on this platform but mainly use it as a method
to share their photographs.

To further improve this research, it would also be interesting to see if the
sentiment prediction could be adjusted to factors that are important for resi-
dents of a city. The examples are the detectors created specifically for urban
phenomena like noise nuisance or graffiti, known to influence the liveability of
the city [4]. Finally, combining sentiment scores from user-generated data and
open data allows for new research opportunities.

Our research shows that sentiment scores may give additional insights in a
geographic area. The big advantage of training on social multimedia data is that
it provides for real-time insights. Additionally, sentiment in these areas can prove
to be an indication of important factors like crime rate or infrastructure quality.
This may be useful for government services to know what area to improve or for
new businesses to find a convenient location.
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